
Solo provides powerful degreasing and cleaning performance on a wide array of surfaces.  The formula is
100% active and works unlike no other. Blended with powerful, natural solvents and heavy duty soil-removing
detergents. It provides extremely fast penetration, emulsification and removal of may hard to clean surfaces.
Use on grease, oil, tape, blood, soap scum, shoe polish, candle wax, kitchen grease, asphalt, tree sap, make-
up, cosmoline, rubber burns, carbon, many inks and adhesives...nearly every kind of stubborn industrial soil.

DIRECTIONS
Remove as much of the staining material as possible before continuing. Apply a small amount of Solo to an
inconspicuous area. If surface discolors or causes any unwanted problems, do not use. 
Hard Surface Cleaning:
Spray, brush or sponge a liberal amount of Solo on the soiled surface. Allow five minutes to penetrate thoroughly.
Use a clean white cloth and wipe clean. Rinse with water and allow to dry. 
Candle Wax/Gum/Tar/Tree Sap Cleaning:
Cut a groove in the material and apply to stained area. Allow five minutes to penetrate thoroughly. Agitating
with cloth or scraper may improve removal. Wipe clean with white, absorbent cloth. Rinse with water and allow
drying. 
Carpet & Upholstery:
Never apply Solo directly to carpeting as its high performance cleaning may loosen the carpet from its backing.
Color test first. Apply product to a clean white cloth and gently blot the stained area. Repeat as necessary until
stain is removed. Rinse with water and blot dry. 
Do not use on silk, satin, velvet, leather, suede, rubber or latex. May dull some plastics.

Solo Citrus Powered Gum Remover/Spray & Wipe
Naturally Removes Unwanted Stains without Harsh Chemicals

Stability: Shall remain stable when stored under normal conditions
in original unopened containers. Do not allow to freeze.
pH*: N/A 
Specific Gravity: 0.85
VOC: <600 g/L
*as determined by a glass electrode pH meter as a concentrate.
For industrial and institutional use only, not for retail sale. See SDS
for complete product specifications.
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